MISSISSIPPI is not the only place with civil rights problems—because San Francisco has them also.

The Council on Religion and the Homosexual, a non-profit organization organized to disseminate factual information regarding homosexuality and to promote a continuing dialogue between the homosexual and the church is in need of funds to continue the preliminary work toward their goal.

The CRH sponsored a New Year's Mardi Gras Ball on the 1st of January. With tactics that would have made Bull Connor or Orville Faubus green with envy the San Francisco Police Department practically blocked the entrance to the affair. At a point later in the evening the PD arrested three attorneys, a housewife, and two young men. The first four were arrested for interfering with the activity of a policeman; the latter two were arrested for committing a lewd act.

The San Francisco Chapter of the ACLU has stepped in to defend the rights of the people to congregate and a satisfactory verdict from a jury (being selected as this is written) is expected to vindicate the attorneys and the housewife. If this happens then the case against the other two collapses because the officers entered the place illegally.

All of this is building a case of individual rights. But in the meantime the CRH is deprived of funds and is daily called upon by other ministers to furnish packets of information, brochures, information, etc., to other ministers and lay leaders in the various churches. The postage bill alone for mailing information to interested persons comes to a respectable sum.

Many who would ordinarily contribute to such a fund are reluctant to do so because it might expose their feelings to the postman, the accountant, or a multitude of other people. This need not be the case as for small contributions may be sent in the form of a postal money order or American Express money order and made payable to the Council on Religion. You need not complete the rest of the name. Or you can merely send cash. Naturally the money order is the most satisfactory way.

Persons out of San Francisco might well ask what the Council can do for them that they should contribute. Bob Walker, treasurer of the CRH has stated that "To carry out a program as great as a magnitude as is clearly needed it is necessary to raise a substantial amount of money for operating funds." Alto this program is scheduled for the Bay Area of San Francisco it is anticipated that the CRH will have immense effect among ministers in other sections of the country.

(Continued on Page 2 Col 4)
Looking for his way out of the city where he had been arrested, a man was seen running down the street. The police, who were watching from a distance, observed that he was in a hurry and appeared to be trying to avoid capture. When they approached him, he was found to be carrying a small bag filled with what appeared to be drugs.

The man, who was later identified as John Smith, was booked into the local jail and charged with possession of narcotics. He was held without bail until his trial, which is scheduled to take place next month.

In the meantime, Smith's family is trying to come up with the money to bail him out. They have been trying to sell some of their belongings to raise the funds, but they have not been successful.

The police have been searching for Smith for several days, but they have not been able to find him. It is possible that he may have fled the area, or that he may have died in jail.

If anyone has any information about Smith, they are urged to contact the police immediately.

The police are also looking for anyone who may have witnessed the incident or who may have information about it. Anyone with information is urged to contact the police.

The family of John Smith is hoping that he will be released soon, and they are praying for his release.

The police are also hoping to catch the person who sold Smith the drugs. They are hoping that they will be able to obtain a warrant for his arrest and that he will be charged with distribution of narcotics.

The police are also looking for anyone who may have seen Smith in the area where he was arrested. They are hoping that they will be able to obtain a warrant for his arrest and that he will be charged with possession of narcotics.

The police are also looking for anyone who may have seen Smith in the area where he was arrested. They are hoping that they will be able to obtain a warrant for his arrest and that he will be charged with possession of narcotics.
FACT: Chicago has a high concentration of homosexuals. Many have lived here for years and have contributed significantly to the community. However, this doesn't mean that they all support or endorse this lifestyle choice.

Sculpture:

Classical and contemporary sculptures are on display at the gallery. Visitors can experience a variety of styles and techniques. For more information, please visit our website or call us.

Tari Erikson
Box 967
New York, N.Y.
10023

No price listed.
We do not use the word 'queer' in any sense derogatory to an individual policeman for everyone, everyone, to be sure, will get a day off in the force branches of our government. Everyone knows no policeman is really 'queer' for the police, who think so little of their men as to detail them to any work necessarily involving any sexual activities.

We use the word "queer" strictly in the sense of being unique, singular, different. It is the voyeur (one who obtains sexual gratification by being watched) who is watched, yet he testified that others practically carry on as if nothing were the matter. He belongs to the Chief of Police who-if not aware of this fact and, for example, by his subordinates.

We cannot then condemn this officer for his brut­

ality. Only his Chief is guilty. The guilt of some of

these officers is very much like that of the one

who does not even make an attempt to entice another into

sexual advances. San Francisco has one of these by the name of

Buckman who is said to be, in a word, a sexual pervert. He is longer

classified as an arresting officer. Not only does he make the

law, but also break it; and being of the opposite sex to the

offending person, he will be allowed to go.

His partner Whitman was responsible for another 7. Both of

these officers seem highly proficient in their work because

they are not the best places to congregate but unless some law Is

followed when he-detectives from the Public Health Department

are being subject to unreasonable search, and seizure. Clearly If every person who uses a public toilet

facility is observed by officers through grill-work then they

cannot see any reason not to consider the

officers and their chief comes from a great desire

of falling down and breaking ribs, arms, etc., enroute to

medical attention. Almost in the same proportion as any other group.

The good doctor states he treated one man who had been sent to a boys reform school. 

It is impossible to know what their condition

may be changed by the various experimentations of the head-shrink-ers. Again it is impossible to know what their condition

might be.

One to wave flags about. Persons who have received the

much-vaunted 'shock therapy' appear to be zombies without

consciousness. There are simply no facts which show that

this treatment has any curative effect.

The other group, the so-called homosexuals, are simply persons who have received the

treatment of the psychiatrists. Those who have been subjected to this treatment have a complete run-down on their various symptoms and relative condition.

Thank you, Doctor. But, No, Thanks. The 'cure' for the non-existent disease is about as effective as cutting off a
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The overall effect of the treatment is that the patient becomes a zombie and loses all sense of self-awareness.

It is important to note that the treatment is not effective in curing the condition but rather in making the person more compliant and docile.

The ultimate goal of the treatment is to make the person more subservient and obedient, regardless of their sexual orientation or gender identity.

We must address this issue of the treatment of homosexuals with the same seriousness and urgency as we address the treatment of all other conditions. It is not acceptable to subject anyone to such a cruel and dehumanizing process.

We call on all professionals involved in the treatment of homosexuals to stop what they are doing and seek alternative, more humane and effective ways of helping those who seek assistance.

We call on all patients to resist and refuse any further treatment. We call on all allies to support and stand in solidarity with those who are resisting.

We call on all organizations and institutions to disassociate themselves from any involvement in the treatment of homosexuals.

We call on all governments to call for an end to the treatment of homosexuals and to invest in research and treatment that respects and affirms the diversity of human sexuality.
LIFE seemed to summarize all the legal, moral, and psychological aspects of homosexuality, but by isolating homosexual behavior and ignoring the rest of the sexual portfolio of humanity, LIFE left its readers longing to know more about the whole movement. Not only did LIFE's attack lies in this spurious "objectivity". By reframing from taking sides on sensitive issues, the objectivity of the issue is obfuscated in an apparent neutrality. Indeed, LIFEjual of the issue instead of clarifying it: LIFE confused its readers by refraining from taking sides on sensitive issues. Surely this "contribution" of LIFE was no boon to the cause of sexual reform.

A GUIDEBOOK TO THE ENTIRE WORLD WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE UNITED STATES.

The Whitmore case provides a dramatic example of why the regulations allow such mail covers only for the purpose of locating fugitives, protecting the public. A mail cover consists of something the technique we used in the Whitmore case: when an innocent man goes to jail, a guilty man, constable, and "deputy sheriff in the country has told me that the technique we used in the Whitmore case is so effective that the public are not to be worried. We should abide by our privacy.

A mail cover consists of a device they can place on the name and address of sender, recipient, or both. Postal employees. Long said that the law erects between official and illegal use of "mail covers" a constitutional problem. Senator Edward V. Long of Mississippi has introduced a bill that would prohibit the use of "mail covers" a controversial mail surveillance technique. The Whitmore case is but one of those activities. At the time the request of any law enforcement officer is authorized to place a mail cover.

The regulations authorize such mail covers only for the purpose of locating fugitives and for prosecution. But just as the postmaster is required to keep data, without question the law enforcement officer's assertion as to purpose is valid. Furthermore the procedure is required to be kept secret, and an innocent man who goes to jail, a guilty man, constable, and "deputy sheriff in the country has told me that the technique we used in the Whitmore case is so effective that the public are not to be worried. We should abide by our privacy.

A mail cover consists of a device they can place on the name and address of sender, recipient, or both. Postal employees. Long said that the law erects between official and illegal use of "mail covers" a constitutional problem. Senator Edward V. Long of Mississippi has introduced a bill that would prohibit the use of "mail covers" a controversial mail surveillance technique. The Whitmore case provides a dramatic example of why the regulations allow such mail covers only for the purpose of locating fugitives, protecting the public. A mail cover consists of something the technique we used in the Whitmore case: when an innocent man goes to jail, a guilty man, constable, and "deputy sheriff in the country has told me that the technique we used in the Whitmore case is so effective that the public are not to be worried. We should abide by our privacy.
Nineteenth Century Fox didn’t mind when a British film company paralleled its “Cleopatra” with a movie called “Carry On, Cleo.” Not when that Cleopatra’s costume (above) appeared. Miss Taylor’s company called it “copright infringement.” A judge ruled that the Cleopatra posters must be covered until the infringement issue is settled by trial.

Mr. Lewis sings “You’ve Gotta Have a Gimmick” at the Les Boys Show.

A refugee from Hollywood Hills by the name of Charles Denton has followed the advice of his editor and come up with a column denouncing homosexuals.

In a style typical of the sin-shouting Baptist evangelist, Denton quotes an undisclosed elderly acquaintance who had flipped his lid over the various columnists defending homosexuals. “If nature hadn’t designed us to be heterosexuals, she sure as hell wasted a lot of time making two sets of equipment. I don’t believe in persecuting these people, but I’ll be damned if I’ll go along with encouraging them.”

In a style typical of the Hearst newspapers everywhere Denton goes down the line with that great moralist William Randolph Hearst: “But like the carrier of any other communicable sickness, the homosexual belongs in behavioral quarantine until he is cured, not out spreading his mental microbes among your kids and mine.”

A great number of other great truths are in his column, and the ball of it is, when they are that ignorant just what can be done? The Senator is off on a morality and so until the shoe of low sales starts to pinch we of the great and liberal city of San Francisco will have to bear up to another burden of sin. Ah, sin!

Morals Denton

Moral Denton

A refugee from Hollywood Hills by the name of Charles Denton has followed the advice of his editor and come up with a column denouncing homosexuals.

In a style typical of the sin-shouting Baptist evangelist, Denton quotes an undisclosed elderly acquaintance who had flipped his lid over the various columnists defending homosexuals.

In a style typical of the Hearst newspapers everywhere Denton goes down the line with that great moralist William Randolph Hearst: “But like the carrier of any other communicable sickness, the homosexual belongs in behavioral quarantine until he is cured, not out spreading his mental microbes among your kids and mine.”

A great number of other great truths are in his column, and the ball of it is, when they are that ignorant just what can be done? The Senator is off on a morality and so until the shoe of low sales starts to pinch we of the great and liberal city of San Francisco will have to bear up to another burden of sin. Ah, sin!

It's New! It's a Camp! It's a Camp-on Carry-on

Internet and unusual stories

The best in physique photography and reproduction

Humor and cartoons with felatio hornblower and sodomia gamora

News features from all over the world

The first issue is in March 1965. It will be a limited printing and will not be sold on the newsstands outside of San Francisco. Reserve your copy today - 75c or get a year's subscription for $7.50

edgar arts 30x 5758 San Francisco, Calif. 75c each

RICK's EXPERT AUTO REPAIRS

900 Bush
OR 3-5567
As a SPECIAL OFFER we will send a LAVENDER LEXICON to each person subscribing to the Citizens News during the months of January and February for only $1.00.

Subscribe Now

Subscribe to the CITIZENS NEWS for only $5.00 per year. All copies sent in plain sealed envelopes, first class mail. In order to keep up with what is going on we suggest you subscribe today.

To: The Citizens News 471 Minna Street San Francisco, California

Gentlemen: Start sending me the CITIZENS NEWS immediately in a sealed envelope, first class mail.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY AND STATE

I enclose $5.00 for one years subscription.

SEND ME THE LAVENDER LEXICON-A dictionary of gay terms and phrases-Enclosed is the additional buck.
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Published every other Monday by Straits and Associates, (In Trust), 471 Minna, San Francisco, California.

The pages of the Citizens News are open to all persons interested in the preservation of the various freedoms guaranteed to the American people and more specifically in the realm of sexual freedom. The CN has become the outspoken advocate of homosexual freedom and is America's leading Homosexual Publication. Advertising rates on request.

Stella's COURTESY CLEANERS

OPEN 7 til 7

including Saturdays.

Trousers Tapered

1418 Franklin

OR 3-7859

THE ROVING REPORTER

On the return trip they will be stopping at the Exile in Hourson and the Cork Room in San Antonio. """"About that place out on Ellis-We kinda like it-and have enjoyed ourselves with renewal of old friendships. The Big R has a commendation coming from New York where a three car delegation wound up an evening last Sunday with what started out to be a cross-country trip of 12 people now expanded to a return trip of 18. """"They tell me that the 118 has been closed. Frankly we are hardly interested enough to go by and find out. It is just too far off from the office, almost three blocks.

""""But nearby there Carlos tells me that business is as usual despite rumors about a closing. Not a word of any big trouble there. """"Sometimes papers make a mistake. In San Francisco it is rather common. They made big one last week when they announced that the Golden Cask had received a revocation of license. Not a word of truth in it. No action is pending in such a case. Maybe the deputy assessor or an associate acting editor was removed from the place and got a little revenge.

""""At the Tool Box the bearded wonder McKinney won the big prize for the rally held during the weekend visit of the clubs from Los Angeles. All this when he wasn't even invited to attend. The bikes are back at the Box in goodly numbers and have apparently deserted the place down on the waterfront.

""""We made some of the lesser known places last week on a tour to reacquaint ourselves with the scene. There was a goodly group at Jackson's and the piano is lively; At On the Levee the group was on the scenic side but the dinner crowd had the tables all full. Rumors that Gordon's was deserted proved false. A packed bar crowd made the Jewish harpsichord by National Cash Register sing all night long and with Jessie at the piano there was still another kind of music. At the Polk Street corner Cloud 7 did a nice but quiet business. And by this time it was past bedtime.

""""The Plush Doggie on Market had an unusual week last week without a single robbery. It has gotten to be almost commonplace to hear that either a customer or the place itself was deserted proved false. A packed bar crowd made the Jewish harpsichord by National Cash Register sing all night long and with Jessie at the piano there was still another kind of music. At the Polk Street corner Cloud 7 did a nice but quiet business. And by this time it was past bedtime.

""""The Plush Doggie on Market had an unusual week last week without a single robbery. It has gotten to be almost commonplace to hear that either a customer or the place itself was deserted proved false. A packed bar crowd made the Jewish harpsichord by National Cash Register sing all night long and with Jessie at the piano there was still another kind of music. At the Polk Street corner Cloud 7 did a nice but quiet business. And by this time it was past bedtime.

""""We talked to one of the independent merchants of the meat market who tells us of such a heat wave in San Diego as to make even the most forward stay at home. Seems as if too much navy has been showing up with positive Wassermans.

""""Over on Sixth Street Buzz is plugging along with getting his Coffee Shop open. A series of private parties in the place have proven the potential of the place. It could be one of the best things since canned beer. And the hotel is almost always at a near capacity residence. Some of the tourists have had to be turned away because of no reservations.

""""After the series of parties at Biggles Bounty things have settled down to a lively business. A new face on the scene there is Glen with Eddie Paulsen still at the bar. In case many of you are wondering about the new side-bar this was brought in by Tlm the owner of the joint, and is older even than Henri Laylow and for that matter it even was made before the editor of the CN.

""""Celebrating the Chinese New Year the Hula Shack was packed from 6am til 2am each day during the past week. On the weekend there was a continuous show from 6 til 2 on Friday, Saturday and Sunday. On the weekend there was a continuous show from 6 til 2 on Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

""""There will be a number of delegations from California visiting Bourbon Street during Mardi Gras. Two of the large ones from San Francisco are to include Michelle, who is scheduled to be the feature attraction at a big show in Los Angeles and then on down to the Mardi Gras.

""""Another delegation is to come from the Hula Shack, who is Norman Fitzgerald (who has a lease of absence from the hospital) is taking some of the regulars from his beer place to see the sights. En route they expect to stop at The Capitans Table in Phoenix and then to the Office in Albuquerque. The Pigalle in El Paso, Villa Fontana in Dallas, The Koner in Shreveport.

""""CAMP and Carry On, the new magazine to be launched come March has already received a number of subscriptions. A look at some of the stories to be in the first issue has a clue to the format of this magazine; such as: THE CRIME AGAINST NATURE, WHY DID I EVER LEAVE SPOKANE, and the comic strip characters Felatio Hornblower and Sodom and Gamara are a satire on the sex scene of the day.
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SHAKE DOWN

That Los Angeles Chief of Police William Parker has defended the men who regularly shake down and blackmail any person suspected of homosexual activity is common knowledge in that city.

However in November last year four men attempted to blackmail a man with an affidavit that he had committed a homosexual act. They made a mistake in underestimating the courage of California's Senator Thomas Kuchel.

The affidavit had been in the publication ultra-right-wing publica­tion Herald of Freedom and alleged that the Senator had committed an act of Senator Kuchel.

The Postmaster General of the United States John A. Gronowski has ordered postal inspectors "observation stations" ripped out or blocked up in the men's washrooms of some 5000 United States post offices.

In San Francisco the Postmaster, John F. Fixa said the practice of "peephole surveillance was carried out in the main postal installations and at 20 carrier stations in the city. According to Mr. Fixa the holes have been sealed and the practice has ceased.

"We'll build no more lookout stations in the washrooms and cover up the ones that exist. I don't consider that the lookout stations in the rest of the postoffice (such as those over­seeing the sorting of mail) violate anyone's rights-but I think the washroom lookouts are an unfortunate invasion of privacy," said Mr. Gronowski.

Because of the low percentage of female employees as well as other reasons there has never been peepholes in the women's washrooms.

TOWARD A NEW MORALITY

A Lent with Sex is the subtitle of a series of discus­sions to be given at St. Aidan's Church, 101 Goldmine Drive, San Francisco. This program will be held each Wednesday night during the Lenten season in the church located on Diamond Heights, at 8 pm. The actual title of the program is Toward a New Morality. The text book used will be Toward a Quaker View of Sex, a controversial pamphlet prepared by some English Friends and published in 1963.

"It is hoped that this series will serve as a follow up to the sermons given by The Rev. John Moore of the Glide Methodist Church in San Francisco, on the general subject of human sex-
Judge Orders Acquit

Judge Leo Friedman in San Francisco Board of Supervisors Hall on Feb. 20, 1965, ordered the District Attorney to dismiss charges against 36 persons arrested during a demonstration in San Francisco. The judge, who was appointed by the Superior Court, dismissed the charges against the defendants, who are members of the American Civil Liberties Union, a Milwaukee, Wis. group, after a hearing in San Francisco. The judge said he had reviewed the evidence and found it insufficient to support the charges.

The defendants were arrested during a demonstration in San Francisco, Calif., on Feb. 12, 1965, in an attempt to bring attention to the issue of police brutality and the treatment of homosexuals by the San Francisco police department. The demonstration was organized by the American Civil Liberties Union, a group that sought to protect the rights of homosexuals and other minorities.

The judge's decision was based on the fact that the defendants had not been charged with any specific crimes and that the evidence presented by the district attorney was insufficient to support the charges. The judge noted that the defendants had been subjected to harassment and discrimination by the police and that their actions were motivated by a desire to bring attention to these issues.

The judge's decision was widely hailed as a victory for civil rights and for the defendants, who had been arrested in an attempt to bring attention to the issue of police brutality and the treatment of homosexuals by the San Francisco police department.

The defendants were subsequently acquitted of all charges, and the case was widely hailed as a victory for civil rights and for the defendants, who had been arrested in an attempt to bring attention to the issue of police brutality and the treatment of homosexuals by the San Francisco police department.
MAIL ORDER BOOKS

FOOL'S GOLD

By Max Bailey 95c
A tale of two Greek lovers.

TELL THE TRUTH

Q: Do you like that nickname?
A: No.

THEY ALWAYS TELL THE TRUTH

Judge Leo Friedman asked a few questions of Inspector Cochran and Rudolph Pietro during the Big trial of the Four persons arrested at the California Hall January last. Q: Do you tell me that you want there with 12 cameramen and two cameramen and didn't intend to make an agreement. A: No, we went there for investigation and observation. Q: Why the camera? A: The pictures were for investigative agencies. A great number of these kinds of people are involved in crime. Q: Who caused the cameramen to go there? A: We requested them in order to make an accurate picture. Q: What did you hear anyone ask? A: No.

THE BEADED BAG

522 O'Farrell

Lunch & Breakfast Weekdays

PR 1-9977

NASTY NANCY

Anyhow Nasty Nancy got a deal of a lot more presents than George. The show was a big one lasting from 7 to 10 pm. The food was better than ever their high school prom.

GENES

At Gene's the Girls were far more approachable than the IC and there we ran into many old customers. Naturally our editors were on the sidelines.
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At Gene's the Girls were far more approachable than the IC and there we ran into many old customers. Naturally our editors were on the sidelines.
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LET THEM BE CRUCIFIED * AND YOU WILL BE NEXT

**THESE ARE CRIMINALS' Chief Cahill**

First I want to make it abundantly clear that neither the writer nor any of the staff of the Citizens News has any desire to defend the practice of wild hair arrangements and costumes displayed in public.

However we must defend the rights of those people who happen to have such strange preferences. The writer has several acquaintances who think that such displays are abominable, but they are not on television, they are not in the newspapers, and they are not ugly, so why should they be considered?

There has only been recently that it was criminal to be ugly.

In the case of the "Chuckiebers" there is considerably more to be considered than the citizens who are not on television, but wear their hair as if they are. Carlos Lara has 4 sets at our street and Monday, a citizen who has a reputation for a poor public image.

**THE REAL QUESTION**

The legal answer to the first - even to the most biased and prejudiced - is: Do the police chief or any other law officer have the authority to make a search or arrest on the ground that they provide a poor public image? The writer does not need to answer that question to any extent.

The citizens do have a right to peacefully assemble. The police are not entitled to arrest or to interfere with the exercise of that right. The only crime they are entitled to arrest for is the crime of assault or battery.

In California the Supreme Court has held that homosexuals do have a right to peacefully assemble. The police are not entitled to arrest or to interfere with the exercise of that right. The only crime they are entitled to arrest for is the crime of assault or battery.

The law itself is more lenient against wild hair, just as it is more lenient in allowing people to be ugly. The writer has been known to the writer for several years at such functions as television, but wea^r their hair as if they are. Carlos Lara has the writer nor any of the staff of the Citizens News has ever been guilty of a crime.

The same reasoning should apply to the cries of "Open the incinerator!" and "Kill them all!" If the writer has been guilty of a crime, why have the people who are not on television never had the writer burned at the stake? The writer has been known to the writer for several years at such functions as television, but wea^r their hair as if they are. Carlos Lara has the writer nor any of the staff of the Citizens News has ever been guilty of a crime.

The same reasoning should apply to the cries of "Open the incinerator!" and "Kill them all!" If the writer has been guilty of a crime, why have the people who are not on television never had the writer burned at the stake?

**FOOLISH? Yes! NOTHING ELSE!**

In talking to various members of the Community there is a feeling that they have been treated unjustly. Unfortunately, some of those members are also the ones who have been treated the worst. The writer personally disagrees with the practice, particularly the part of the "responsible" members of the Community.

**PS**

**PARTIAL PERSONAL SERVICE**

— CARTESIANS, (a clearing house for all types of Personal Service)

1) The writer is desirous of keeping the print columns that give the world vital information should be in the paper. The editor of the paper is of convincing the rest of the world that they are are alcoholic, and I do agree. The writer has been going on every since the writer has been known to the writer for several years at such functions as television, but wea^r their hair as if they are. Carlos Lara has the writer nor any of the staff of the Citizens News has ever been guilty of a crime.

The same reasoning should apply to the cries of "Open the incinerator!" and "Kill them all!" If the writer has been guilty of a crime, why have the people who are not on television never had the writer burned at the stake?

The same reasoning should apply to the cries of "Open the incinerator!" and "Kill them all!" If the writer has been guilty of a crime, why have the people who are not on television never had the writer burned at the stake?

**FOR ALL YOUR BOOKS, CARDS, ETC.**

**EMPLOYERS:** People in 

**NEWSPAPERS:** Personal Service Is

**PERSONNEL SERVICE**

1) The writer is desirous of keeping the print columns that give the world vital information should be in the paper. The editor of the paper is of convincing the rest of the world that they are are alcoholic, and I do agree. The writer has been going on every since the writer has been known to the writer for several years at such functions as television, but wea^r their hair as if they are. Carlos Lara has the writer nor any of the staff of the Citizens News has ever been guilty of a crime.

The same reasoning should apply to the cries of "Open the incinerator!" and "Kill them all!" If the writer has been guilty of a crime, why have the people who are not on television never had the writer burned at the stake?
Jio^iegal procedure and penal custom is both harsh and
counters to drown this sense of rejection.)

tively to the delinquency of the young deviate. Imprison-
effective, but more often than not it contributes posi-
unfair to the homosexual. Only a small proportion of of-
offenders—usually the most pathetic and compulsive of the
New York City, 1959 pages 103-104 Fathers George Hagmaier,
procedures which are most unfair. Inadequate, and detrLen-
blackmail and other forms of corruption,"
(d) they make the homosexual to fear to seek
the offense committed, (d) they undoubtedly give scope for
prevent: (a) the corruption of youth, (b) Offenses against
sanctions for homosexual offenses as follows, namely to
against adult male persons in respect of consensual homo­
sexual acts -in-private (whether of the full offense of
the "Dublin Review" of Summer, 1956, pp. 57-65. Here are^
HOW TO KEEP FROM BEING PHOTOGRAPHED

It would appear from actions in recent weeks here in San Francisco that police tactics in the future will include harassment by flashlights. It has proven effective in at least two incidents recently.

However, the case at the Checkmate might not rightly be called effective, for it is a known fact (in knowing circles) that they had rather be on TV than anything else. But it is illegal to interfere with an officer in performance of his duty, so if you will follow these directions we can promise you that your picture will never appear in the newspapers on television.

Take the right hand for the left, if left handed. And place it approximately six inches in front of your wrist with the fingers curled inward to the palm of your hand. Then make the small fingers rise and raise it to its maximum degree of rigidity, keeping the rest of the fingers curled into the palm of the hand.

This is often regarded as a slightly off-color gesture, but in this case it is regarded only as an indelible mark that should not be mistaking by anyone for a picture being taken. This action is not recommended in courtrooms or of little or no use to the public media.

It is rather simple and if you will follow these directions we can promise you that your picture will never appear in the newspapers on television.

The files of the police are open to all members of the press who do not make a habit of being critical. This does pose a problem, because only those with the right to review the files can have as he shows his badge. Therefore it is

FULL OF WIT AND HUMOR...

DON'T MISS THE FIRST ISSUE WITH THESE LOVABLE COMIC STRIP CREATURES, PEPPINO BORELLINO AND SCODA CANOCA... 

SOME OF THE PENETRATING PHYSIQUE PHOTOGRAPHY IN THE ENTIRE COUNTY...

THE MAGAZINE DESIGNED TO GIVE YOU A CHUCKLE AND A SMILE...

The Hub
7864 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif., 90046

IF YOUR LOVER IS DRIVING YOU TO DRINK - COME HERE
Weekdays 4 p.m.
Sat & Sun 2 p.m.

CHICAGO TOUR

Whether due to the Illinois law that was passed a few years ago about harassers things, Chicago, the city that has enjoyed a period of relative peace in a while the cops pull a rat, which is mostly a form of harassment, and really no one looks through them properly. Their latest kick (I am told this is a part of their campaign against the good-bad-fad) is to come in bars in patience and demand to see identification at random. This really doesn't pose too much of a problem. It always happens on Saturday nights and at bars that have a reputation for being for the younger and (I might say older) hippe.

For the visitor to Chicago, this is often regarded as a slightly off-color gesture, but in this case it is regarded only as an indelible mark that should not be mistaken for a picture being taken. This action is not recommended in courtrooms or of little or no use to the public media.

It is rather simple and if you will follow these directions we can promise you that your picture will never appear in the newspapers on television.

The files of the police are open to all members of the press who do not make a habit of being critical. This does pose a problem, because only those with the right to review the files can have as he shows his badge. Therefore it is
As a SPECIAL OFFER we will send a LAVENDER LEXICON to each person subscribing to the Citizens News during the months of January and February for only $1.00.

CLASSIFIED

INCOME TAX SERVICE-Knowledgeable. Get your returns in early. 681-1149

FE needs physique models for amateur and professional photographers. All types are needed. YU-5433

FOR EXPERT CLEANING and any other domestic chores call
KENT-MA 1-4803

THE CALIFORNIA SOUTHERN AND BILIOX QUEBEC GAZETTE is now ready to roll. Now at Box 1851, San Francisco. with personal and timely information.

All furnishing for sale, books, pictures, antiques and modern furniture and bric-a-brac. Apartment for rent. MA 6-4073

FLAT FOR RENT-unfurnished. Bachelors only, large 3 room nudec, stove, refrig, carpets, utilities included $110. Haight Ashbury MA 6-4073

NATURE REVEALED-See and read how the other half lives in Sun and Sport. From Denmark, naturally illustrated.

3 different issues - $5. 7 different issues $10.

Rush order to:
Central Sales
Box 42, Dept. CN
Baltimore, Maryland

We pay the postage-delivery guaranteed in plain sealed envelopes.

Congenial man 24-35 wanted to share with two men well appointed 7 room home with laundry, fireplace, large yard, convenient transportation. Call 8-10 am or early evenings for appointment.

R-2-0533

PHYSIQUE PHOTO EXCHANGE Send 8-4x5 male physique photos plus $1.00, and receive 8 different physique photos in exchange, by return mail. (Photos should comply with postal regulations) Mail photos and $1.00 service charge to "BOBE'S" 415 S. McClellan St. Spokane, Washington.

From Euclid: "The whole is only as good as all of it's parts"-D.D. Your Golden Gate Girl

APARTMENTS TO RENT 2 and 3 rooms, $85 to $95. Newly renovated and furnished. 245 Leavenworth, S.F.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT-Modern Electric Kitchens, 1 bedroom, unfurnished. Ideal for one or two men. 287 Monte Vista Avenue (near Piedmont) Oakland.

PHYSIQUE MODEL AVAILABLE 21, blonde, medium build 621-6734 ext. 229 "Rich"

WANTED TO RENT-3 bedroom or apartment, unfurnished with stove and refrig. Preferably with carpets and drapes and fireplace. Close to upper Market. (to the CN)

986-5433

PROSTITUTION OK

McCall's magazine has revealed the results of a recent survey wherein only one out of every three persons questioned would rather to clear the streets of prostitutes if they had the chance.

This survey was taken in New York City and Newark, N.J. in a serious attempt to determine public attitudes on crime.

One man, who works in advertising, said, "I'd rather my son had prostitutes to go to instead of getting into trouble with the neighbors' daughters. After all, I have to live with my neighbors."

"I'm in favor of a red light district," said a waitress. "Then child molesters might leave youngsters alone."

The survey also revealed that 43% of the persons questioned thought that "most" elected and appointed public officials were honest, but an almost equal number, 39% thought they were dishonest.

And 77 percent expressed the belief that "a large majority" of the police in their cities were accepting graft.

The CN has a questionnaire in progress and is currently scheduled to survey Tucson, Arizona, Dallas, Texas, and San Francisco. Arrangements for surveys of other cities can be made by writing the CN.

THE MONTEREY PENINSULA'S
Four Seasons Lodge
1111 Lighthouse Avenue
PACIFIC GROVE

POOL AND PATIO
COMPLIMENTARY COFFEE
HONEYMOON SUITES

372-5612

THE GRAY GUIDE

A GUIDEBOOK TO THE ENTIRE WORLD WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE UNITED STATES.
UP-TO-DATE AND HUMOROUS ENTERTAINING
$5.00
FROM: STRAIT AND ASSOCIATES,
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA